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Serbia – May 25, 2023 (500NewsWire) -- GetBlock, a top-tier provider of blockchain RPC nodes,

shared the details of its permanent affiliate program. All crypto enthusiasts can earn rewards for

referring premium Web3 infrastructure to their audiences.

GetBlock’s affiliate program kicks off: What to know

According to the official statement shared by the team of GetBlock, its affiliate program kicks off.

Everyone can claim affiliate link via GetBlock account, share it, and start receiving rewards

proportionally to the activity of his/her referrals.

It should be stressed that every owner of a valid GetBlock account can get the link: there’s no

need to purchase GetBlock services to become an affiliate.

The owners of affiliate links can get up to 20 % of fees paid by their referrals. Minimum payout

threshold is set at $50: once the referral balance reaches this level, affiliate program participants

can withdraw it immediately.
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In order to become an affiliate, users should register a GetBlock account, sign in, proceed to the

‘Account settings’ menu and find the ‘Affiliate program’ tab. Then, they are invited to choose

‘Become an affiliate’ option, approve terms and conditions of the program and start sharing the

information about GetBlock.

Advanced RPC node experience for crypto developers

Through an ‘Affiliate program’ dashboard, users can track the statistics of their referrals and the

amount of rewards available. Affiliate links can be shared to Twitter, Telegram and LinkedIn in one-

click manner. At the same time, the links can be integrated in videos, texts, manuals, and so on.

In the ‘Media Assets’ menu, affiliates can download unique brand logos and banner pictures

proudly presented by GetBlock’s design team to make the campaign more attractive and stylish.

As such, every crypto enthusiast can now get paid for spreading the word about GetBlock, one of

the most popular Web3 infrastructure services.

GetBlock provides its clients with 40+ ready-made RPC endpoints to blockchain nodes. Protocols

on Ethereum, BNB Chain, Polygon, Arbitrum, Optimism, and so on can use GetBlock’s RPC nodes

to streamline dApps development.

ABOUT GETBLOCK

Launched in Q4, 2019, GetBlock is one of the largest blockchain infrastructure providers. It offers

RPC nodes of 50+ blockchains including the likes of Ethereum, Bitcoin, Polygon, Solana and L2

networks Optimism and Arbitrum.

With GetBlock, teams of crypto applications don’t need to run their own blockchain nodes:

instead, they can get connected to blockchains via ready-made API endpoints. To meet the

requirements of various dApps, GetBlock offers free and paid packages.

For more information please visit: https://getblock.io/

For updates, please follow:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/getblockio 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/getblockio 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/GetBlock 
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